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Abstract— Signatures based regular expression
pattern matching is a very major process in many network
security applications, such as intrusion detection and
prevention system. Finite Automata is used in pattern
matching process to represent the patterns. A memory efficient
pattern matching process is the need of today’s network
security applications. There are many techniques available
which build the pattern matching process memory efficient
which reduces the size of Deterministic finite automata.
Deterministic finite automata compression can be done by
decreasing number of state, decreasing number of transitions,
decreasing size of character set and by decreasing number of
bits which represent state. Preceding works on all these
techniques are discussed in this paper.
Index Terms— Deterministic finite automata, Intrusion
detection system, Pattern matching, Regular expression

I. INTRODUCTION
A security of computer system is a very important from
malicious activities like viruses. Many security attacks
interrupt the functionality of computing infrastructure. To
guarantee the protection of computer system from attacks, a
lot of security appliances such as intrusion detection and
prevention system use variety of security techniques. For a
computer system, one may use host base intrusion detection
system such as antivirus software. For a network, one may
use Network Intrusion detection System. Intrusion Detection
System (IDS) inspects all the incoming data and detects the
security threat. Signature based pattern matching is most
widely used technique. Most security threats like viruses
have some sort of signatures. The signature patterns are
match up to detect any security threat. Signature based
Pattern matching has become the important element of all
network security applications to compare these signature
patterns [1].
Pattern matching entails examination of a given input
data for the presence of some signature pattern. More
multifaceted signature patterns are written by regular
expressions. Regular expressions are easily represented by
finite automata [2]. Finite Automata has two types as
Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA) and Non-deterministic
Finite Automata (NFA). Regular expressions are easily
converted into NFA. NFA is easily converted into DFA. This
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final DFA has large size of transition table. Therefore to
reduce the size of DFA many DFA compression techniques
have been proposed. Prior work on all these techniques is
discussed in this paper.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section one
provides introduction, DFA compression techniques are
discussed in section two. The section three presents
comparison between DFA compression techniques used till
today. A conclusion is given in section four.
II. DFA COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
To make a signature based pattern matching process
memory efficient, many DFA compression techniques have
been proposed. Techniques broadly classified into decreasing
number of transitions, decreasing number of states,
decreasing size of character set and decreasing number of
bits which represent state.
A. Transition Condensing
In transition condensing technique, the total numbers of
transitions are decreased for every state. The D2FA and
CD2FA have used transition condensing technique.
The Delayed Input DFA (D2FA) has decreased the space
requirements by lessening the number of distinct transitions
between states [3]. Default transitions were used to minimize
memory requirement of transition function. In transition
function of DFA lots of states may have related sets of
outgoing transitions; unnecessary transitions were removed
by a simply one default transition [3]. For two states u and v
which have common transitions to the similar set of states,
{S}, for some set of input characters, {X}. These transitions
were removed from one state u and launched a default
transition from u to v which followed for all the characters in
{X}. So, u maintained distinctive next states for those
transitions which are not similar to u and u used the default
transition to v for the similar transitions. A D2FA is created
by changing a DFA by substituting number of transitions of
the DFA with a lone default transition. D2FA had reduced
space requirement of DFA storage. But the disadvantage is
that when a default transition is followed, the main memory
must be accessed once more to retrieve the transitions of the
referred stat and therefore it introduced additional main
memory accesses per byte [3].
Content Addressed Delayed Input DFA (CD2FA) has
constructed on the delayed input DFA (D2FA) to remove
disadvantage of it [4]. In this approach state numbers are
substituted by content label. These content labels compactly
hold information that to be stored in the table entry for the
state and successive states of a D2FA are referred by CD2FA
by using content label information [4]. The precedent default
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transitions are omitted by content label. In the earlier of state
traversal, selected information is available. This change
makes the CD2FA to evade any default traversal. Therefore,
it had removed the disadvantages of D2FA technique [4].
B. State Condensing
In state condensing technique, the numbers of DFA states
are reduced. Hybrid DFA-NFA [5], HFA [6], XFA [7] are
based on state condensing technique.
The hybrid DFA-NFA state condensing solution based
on the study that DFAs are not good with large sets of regular
expression and NFAs lessen the memory storage problem but
show the way to a huge memory bandwidth requirement [5].
The cause is that several NFA states may be lively in
analogous and every input character may set in motion many
transitions. A hybrid DFA-NFA solution is planned which
took jointly the advantages of both automata: when creating
the automaton, any states that contributing to state blast
remains an NFA encoding, while the others are changed into
DFA states [5].
The History-based Finite Automaton (HFA) approach
has studies three main boundaries of the traditional DFAs
based NIDS [6]. First, DFAs have not take benefit of the truth
that normal input streams rarely match more than few initial
symbols of any signature patterns. Second, the DFAs are very
unproductive in many partially matching signature patterns
and blow up in size. Third, DFAs are unable of maintaining
path of the incidences of some sub-regular expressions.
Therefore, the H-FA is projected to resolve all of these
limitations by inserting a little information to remain the
transition history [6]. It has decreased the number of states.
More information is memorized by this approach through
laying up them in a tiny and speedy cache which called as
history buffer [6]. But limitation of this approach is that it
has it has number of restricted transitions for every character,
which has outputted in a huge size of transition table and a
dawdling inspection speed [6].
The extended character set (XFA) is one more state
condensing technique [7]. A XFA has utilized number of
automata transformations to eradicate restricted transitions
which is limitation of HFA. XFA is restricted to single
supplementary state for every regular expression, which is
unsuitable for tricky regular expressions [7].
The Delta Finite Automata has condensed the number of
states and transitions [8]. This approach is based on the
phenomenon that the majority neighboring states contribute
to several familiar transitions. Therefore, this approach has
stocked up only the dissimilarities among them [8]. The main
characteristic of the delta finite automata is that it has
requested lone a state transition for every input character. A
new state programming design called Char-State reduction
based on input characters are projected which has shown the
relationship of lots of states with only some input characters
[8]. This reduction design has included into the delta finite
automata algorithm, which has outputted in a additional
DFA memory size diminution [8].

considerable quantity of states in the automaton [9]. A
number of alphabet compression tables have used as a trivial
method for condensing the memory requirements of DFAs.
This technique has used an approach to separate the states of
a DFA and calculating a divergent alphabet compression
table for every partition [9].
D. Bit Condensing
The History based Encoding, eXecution and Addressing
(HEXA) approach has used bit condensing technique. It
compresses the number of bits required to represent each
state and takes the advantage of implicit information to
reduce the information that must be stored explicitly [10].
The approach demonstrates that binary tries used for IP route
lookup can be implemented using two bytes per stored prefix.
In DFA, multiple paths leading to each node are stored in
history [10]. By augmenting the history with some additional
discriminating information, this approach ensures that each
node is mapped to a distinct storage location using
appropriate hashing techniques [10].
III. COMPARISON OF DFA COMPRESSION TECHNIQUES
The Comparison of DFA compression techniques used till
today is shown in Table I.
Table I. Comparison of DFA compression techniques
Techniques
2

D FA

CD2FA

Hybrid DFA-NFA

HFA

C. Character set Condensing
In character set condensing technique, character set is
attempted to condense. The alphabet reduction approach has
converted the set of characters in an alphabet to a minor set of
clustered characters that make the similar transitions for a
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XFA
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Objectives
2

D FA has reduced space
requirements by reducing the
number of distinct transitions
between states. But it includes
the traversal of several states
when processing a single input
character [3].
CD2FA has built upon the
delayed input DFA, whose
state numbers are replaced by
content label. The content label
is used to omit past default
transitions [4].
It is state reduction solution
that combines the advantages
of DFA and NFA. But
limitation of this technique is
that it has required many
automata transformations [5].
H-FA has reduced number of
states by adding some
information to keep the
transition history. But, it has
number
of
conditional
transitions per character,
which resulted in a large
transition table and a slow
inspection speed [6].
A XFA has used number of
automata transformations to
avoid conditional transitions in
H-FA [7].
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Delta Finite Automata

Alphabet Compression

HEXA

Delta Finite Automata has
reduced the number of states
and transitions and it is based
on the study that most adjacent
states share several common
transitions, so it stored only the
differences between them [8].
It has mapped the set of
characters in an alphabet to a
smaller set of clustered
characters that label the same
transitions for a substantial
amount of states in the
automaton [9].
A History based Encoding,
eXecution and Addressing
(HEXA)
approach
has
compressed the number of bits
required to represent each state
and takes the advantage of
implicit information to reduce
the information that must be
stored explicitly [10].
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IV. CONCLUSION
Signature based Pattern matching is a main process used
in intrusion detection and prevention system. It matches up
to signature patterns to identify security threats. It is very
significant to decrease the memory space requirement of
DFA which represents signature patterns of security threat.
The Size DFA can be reduced by techniques like transition
condensing, state condensing; character set condensing and
bit condensing. Transition condensing technique trims down
number of transitions for each state in DFA. State
condensing technique trims down the number of states in
DFA. In character set condensing, alphabet set of signature
patterns is trims down to minor size. Bit condensing
technique trims down the number of bits required to
represent every state in DFA. At the end, comparison of DFA
compression technique is discussed. These techniques are
able to be applied as only or in combination of two or more
depending on their advantages and disadvantages.
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